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Innovative Rubber Feet Solutions

CRYSTAL Rubber Feet Solution

CRYSTAL anti-slip and feet serve all ladders, scaffolding and

furniture markets. Discover our wide portfolio. At CRYSTAL

RUBBER, we work in close cooperation with our customers

to develop new and improved anti slip and feet according to

our key principles of BETTER, SAFER and EASIER to use.

Rely on us

http://www.flintgrp.com/


Unique and comprehensive  expertise in rubber industry

Rubber parts from CRYSTAL RUBBER – to meet every challenge

At CRYSTAL RUBBER , we believe that every piece of rubber has a story. From everyday

solutions to saving lives in the medical field – it all comes down to the strength of a single piece.

CRYSTAL Rubber Factory , an ISO 9001 approved Company is one of Unites Arab Emirates

leading industrial rubber products manufacturer. We cater to several industries including

underground potable / waste water supply, automotive and transportation, ladders and

scaffolding, construction, marine and chemical etc.

CRYSTAL RUBBER has operations in Middle East and African countries like Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, Iran, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Tanzania.

CRYSTAL had worked to solve the world's toughest rubber challenges, innovate new solutions

and gain industry expertise that sets us apart from competitors. With extensive in-house

capabilities, our products are designed, engineered and manufactured in United Arab Emirates.
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Over years, we've built a team of expert engineers who push the boundaries of rubber design

and continue to advance rubber material science. Today, we are a leading designer and

manufacturer of rubber seals, CV boots, ladder feet and test plugs serving the needs of

countless industries around the world.

About CRYSTAL
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For a long time now, rubber feet established its place as the

manufacturer process of choice for many sectors in the still

growing global ladders, scaffolding and furniture markets. Rubber

Feet offers the advantages of anti-slip and high grip on a variety of

different materials like Aluminum, metal, plastic, and wood.

offering exceptionally high safety and quality.

Rubber feet, which are sold under the brand name CRYSTAL, are

designed to meet every challenge. New improved formulations of

rubber are regularly developed to further enhance the quality

standards achievable in ant-slip and high grip to meet the latest

market developments

These developments are made in close cooperation with

customers, based on their experience and requirements.

CRYSTAL Ladders & Scaffolding anti slip and feet 
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Your safety first! We ensure all our products are 

independently tested in accordance with all relevant 

standards for your peace of mind.
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CRYSTAL Ladder feet offer the following 

advantages:

➢ CRYSTAL ladder feet are made from high formulated

rubber compounds and has deep ridges to the

underside for the best possible grip.

➢ CRYSTAL ladder feet more secure footing means less

chance of causing damage with different layout and

movability of using the ladder.

➢ The rubber ladder feet is used for filling in the

aluminum ladder feet

➢ Our products are all rigorously tested, meeting all

necessary safety regulations and BS standards.

➢ All CRYSTAL products carry an utmost specification

against defects.

CRYSTAL Ladders & Scaffolding anti slip and feet 

Ladder Feet
With a range of rubber properties, CRYSTAL ladder feet meet the 

specific needs of your aluminum ladder, providing excellent grip and 

anti-slip on various ladders.

Your safety first! We ensure all our products are independently tested

in accordance with all relevant standards for your peace of mind.
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CRYSTAL Ind. Factory
United Arab Emirates

T +971 6 535-4507

F +971 6 535-4506

info@crystalrbr.com 
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The aim of our technical documents is to inform and advise our customers. The

information provided herein is correct to the best of CRYSTAL Group‘s knowledge. No

liability for any errors, facts or opinions is accepted. Customers must satisfy themselves

as to the suitability of this product for their application. No responsibility for any loss as

a result of any person placing reliance on any material contained herein will be

accepted.

You are welcome to contact

us for further information.
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